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Ohlala is a luxury fashion and lifestyle magazine
for those who enjoy the good things in life...
A fashion-forward, freethinking, finger-on-the-pulse monthly
with exclusive interviews and stunning fashion shoots.
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Ohlala features a perfect mix of interesting

articles with excellent images. Catching the
eye of readers, the big picture-spread articles
focus on exclusive interviews, fashion, style,
art and culture, beauty, shopping, home,
travel, motoring and events.
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This luxury fashion and lifestyle
magazine has rapidly built a reputation
as a trendsetting medium and a key
source of information for what’s new and
hot in Kingdom.
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Ohlala readers are well-educated, highincome earners belonging to the middle to
upper social strata. Their lifestyle is geared
towards enjoying the good things in life.
Averaging around 100 pages, Ohlala is
published 12 times per year.
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Ohlala has a circulation of 10,000
copies per month in Bahrain. This is
made up of subscriptions, distribution
in high-traffic public places and
magazine stand sales.

Bahrain’s leading luxury magazine
Ohlala Bahrain Magazine features a perfect mix of interesting articles
with excellent images.

READERSHIP PROFILE

Catching the eye of readers, the big picture-spread articles focus on exclusive interviews,
fashion, style, art and culture, beauty, shopping, home, travel, motoring and events.

Reader Monthly Income

BD

3,500+

Circulation

Readership

75,000

10,000

Readership
Favourites

Circulation Split

FOOD & DRINKS

COPIES PER MONTH

60%

PUBLIC PLACES
(Complementary)

20% 15%
05%

SUBSCRIPTIONS

RETAIL

KSA - Aramco

45%
40%

FASHION
& BEAUTY

15%

WOMEN›S
INTERESTS

Target Audience

51% 49%
Local

Expatriate

Gender Distribution

68% 32%
Female

Male

Age Distribution

25% 60%
20-25

26-44

15%
45+

EDITORIAL MISSION
The essence of style…
Uniting women across the region
Ohlala inspires women to discover and celebrate their own style in all aspects of their
lives. With up-to-date features on FASHION, BEAUTY, ART, CULTURE and the
overall LUXURY LIFESTYLE – all aspirational and accessible – it encourages readers
to cultivate not just PERSONAL STYLE, but the success that comes with being an
empowered woman.

STYLE

The season’s hottest trends from the
catwalk to street fashion, comprehensive
fashion guides, celebrity styles, behindthe-scenes of fashion shows to haute
couture and must-have accessories.

INTERVIEWS

Exclusive interviews with celebrities,
inspirational women, art and culture
aficionados, plus those who serve as role
models to others in society, sharing their
story of success and offering essential
advice and tips.

FASHION

Glossy pages of eye-catching and
professional in-house fashion shoots
with various artistic themes, as well as
exclusive features and interviews with
international fashion designers.

DINING

The inside scoop on Bahrain’s newest
and hottest restaurants, hotels, boutiques
and cafes, on-site dining reviews, recipes
and interviews with those in the know
from the industry.

BEAUTY

The latest trends hot off the catwalk, the
best looks for the season, beauty tips and
tricks, the newest products on the market,
makeup and hair-styling how to.

SOCIETY

Ohlala keeps you up to date with the
places to see and be seen, with special post
coverage of the hottest events and parties.

DIVA DRIVES

A look into the very latest and greatest
designs and models of cars reviewed
from a woman’s perspective, as well as
news and launches from the industry.

EDITORIAL CONTENT
“The Ohlala woman is a chic independent thinker who is not
afraid to stand out from the crowd – radiating her inner beauty,
she delights in pleasuring the senses. “
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GEORGIO ARMANI

CITY CENTREPIECE

EMPORIO ARMANI

NAEEM KHAN

DOLCE GABBANA

FENDI

ADAM SELMAN

FENDI

he interior of The Westin

EUDUN CHOI
16

NICOPANDA

CHALAYAN

T
City Centre Bahrain is
sumptuous and modern with lavish crushed velvet fabrics adorning
cushions and an array of carefully crafted furniture. Throughout
the hotel different levels and styles of illumination create an air
of extravagance in the entertaining spaces and tranquillity and
intimacy in the lounge areas. The décor is a clever blend of polished
woods, tiles, panelling and ornate chandeliers. The cutting edge
contemporary design is executed perfectly to create a sense of
luxuriant escapism.
This sense of splendour struck me immediately as my car was
whisked away by valet, as I entered and was offered a refreshingly
fruity trio of welcome drinks which resembled a heavenly elixir to
kick start my detox experience. The hotel takes a holistic, bespoke
approach towards guest wellbeing which was evident as I checked
in painlessly and sashayed to my executive room. The platter of
treats presented to me reflected the attention to detail and personal
knowledge of every guest. This ensures that no two stays are alike
but are customised to indulge the cravings, style and eccentricities of
guests from arrival to departure.
The highlight of any visit to The Westin is the Heavenly Bed
which has a reputation which proceeds it. Aside from this the
ambient lighting, crisp tiled edges in the heavenly bathroom and
thoughtfully selected accessories from the signature White Tea
range are designed to create a sense of mindfulness and bodhi whilst
ensuring that all necessary links with the outside world are at hand
should you require them. The team at The Westin make a conscious
effort to create a home away from home.
Despite my reluctance to leave such a haven I was keen to sample
High Tea on offer at Mezzanine Lounge. The setting is a spectacle
itself with floor to ceiling windows giving expansive views from the
velveteen, wing backed arm chairs. Hourglass tables supported the
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DARING, DREAMY AND
DEFIANTLY DIGITAL

STYLE
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LIBERTINE

Ohlala Spotlight
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VALENTINO

RALPH RUSSO

BARBIE’S
DREAMHOUSE
We’re channeling our inner doll with a
palette of pink that even the most fabulous
fashionistas cannot resist.

TOME

14

LES PETITS JOUEURS

ERMANNO SCERVINO

Be as free as a bird and as confident as a
beast when incorporating this style into
your wardrobe - guaranteed to project
your ultimate prowess.

CHRISTOPHER KANE

ANIMAL
INSTINCT

ANNA SUI

VICTORIA BECKHAM

ASHLEY WILLIAMS

N e i gh bou r i ng t h e fa s h i ona bl e s h op p i ng de s t i na t i on l i e s T h e
W e s t i n C i t y Ce n t r e Ba h r a i n , s h ow ca s i n g i t s e l f a s t h e ci t y ’ s mos t
p r e s t i g i ou s a ddr e s s , w i t h a n a r r a y of op u l e nt t r e a t s a r ou nd e v e r y
cor n e r a l l ow i ng for a me s me r i s i n g s t a y ca t i on .

DOLCE & GABANNA

TOM FORD

HALPERN

ASHLEY WILLIAMS

Focus

TOM FORD

H

BURBERRY
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fashion

I N
F U L L
B L O O M
AMATO LUXE’S LATEST SPRING/SUMMER COLLECTION WILL MAKE YOU BELIEVE
IN FAIRYTALES. INSPIRED BY TALES OF FANTASY, ROMANCE AND ROYALTY, AMATO
LUXE’S FEMININE FROCKS EMBODY THE GRACE AND BEAUTY OF A TRUE PRINCESS.
EACH PASTEL PIECE EMBELLISHED WITH GLASS BEADS, FLOWER APPLIQUÉ, SEQUIN
EMBROIDERY AND A HINT OF FAIRY DUST.

CREDITS:
PHOTOGRAPHER: Oliver Doran
STYLING: Furne One
HEAD HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTIST: Jojo Dantespadua
ASSISTANT: Ivy Kep Peralta
MODELS: Ada, Nicole and Joanna of MMG Models
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CHALAYAN

LES PETITS JOUEURS

DOLCE & GABANNA

MISSONI

BURBERRY

Be as free as a bird and as confident as a
beast when incorporating this style into
your wardrobe - guaranteed to project
your ultimate prowess.
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ADAM SELMAN

MOSCHINO

Eye-catching rainbow
colours guaranteed to
gain fashionista prowess.
Warning! Positive vibes
will ensue.

ERMANNO SCERVINO

PRABAL GURUNG

ANIMAL
INSTINCT

HARLEQUIN
HUE
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ADAM SELMAN

VICTORIA BECKHAM

ala AlAbbasi’s instagram profile is a gallery of bold
colours and strong images; portraits of women,
depictions of summer in the Gulf, and plenty of
iconic imagery that exudes an overwhelming sense
of fun and positivity. “Beauty and nature inspires me,”
she says. “When I start to draw, I allow myself to be
guided by the work which is in the process of being born. I have confidence
in it. I do not think about it.
“The hours on each artwork differs and depends on the style of the
design, and the details which I dig into to create the final result. It took me
years to get to where I am now by practicing art everyday,” Hala explains.
It’s important to highlight that Hala’s creative side is a result of a type
of art that has been around since the 1970s, and various names have been
used to describe it. For the sake of modern day, we’ll go with Digital Art.
This is where an image is predominantly computer generated, scanned or
drawn using a tablet. Hala mostly uses her iPad Pro and Apple pencil as
well as the Procreate App to produce her illustrations and portraits. She
also utilises vector-drawing software with Adobe Illustrator by using the
pin tool and shapes, which are outlined and can be filled with various
colours and patterns. This tends to produce a harder edge or graphic look
for her professional work.
The process might be a cool and contemporary one, but the
philosophy is still one of a traditional artist. “When it comes to the tools
and techniques, I would say that art is not about the tools used to create
it, but the vision, message, or emotion of the artist who can express their
idea through lines, form, colour, pigmentation, composition and rhythm,”
Hala says. “The artist can combine different features, effects, techniques and
media to create their own unique vision.”
If you’re new to the world of Digital Art, don’t let it intimidate you. The
images are just as beautiful and daring, in some cases even more so, than a
traditional pencil drawing or painting. Colour is more vivid, expression is
deeper and there’s a whole new dimension added to something as simple
as a portrait. “Digital art is like any other art,” Hala tells us. “It’s just created
by using different tools than the more traditional arts. It took me years to
draw everyday and experiment with different styles until I found what I
love the most.
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ASHLEY WILLIAMS

Another strong young lady in all her vibrancy and talent – there’s a good reason
why Hala AlAbbasi is spotlighted this month. Shabana Adam talks to the Emirati
Digital Artist and Calligraphist about creative spark, representations of modest
life and the connection between fashion, religion and art…

EDITORIAL CONTENT
Align your brand with the authority of Ohlala – with targeted
distribution, your company gets increased brand awareness – supporting
your online, retail, and other marketing initiatives.
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CHIC
Eats
makes it an ideal night out for seafood lovers? The best selection of popular
and traditional seafood dishes, of course! On the buffet table is a vast range
of aquatic delicacies, from sushi, sashimi, seafood dim sum, tempura, oysters,
slipper lobster and tiger prawns to popular fish such as grouper and red
snapper. The talented team of chefs will prepare your favourite catch, just
the way you like it. Seafood Night is priced at BD24 net and BD29 net
per person including unlimited selected vino, hops and soft drinks. Every
Monday from 7pm to 11pm. Call 17 460 017

CHIC
Eats

Reef Resort, Bahrain

Chocolaterie in the Reef Resort Lobby, serves an array of signature teas,
coffees, pastries, and delectable hand-made chocolates. The stylish white
and chocolate interior and panoramic harbour views make Chocolaterie the
perfect place for your morning coffee or afternoon tea. Enjoy a coffee and
cake special daily from 4pm to 6pm. Call 13 110 110

Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay

Thanksgiving by Azure Pool & Lounge. Get in the festive mood with the
traditional American Thanksgiving experience, given a Wolfgang Puck
twist. Enjoy the celebrity Chef ’s take on this hallmark of Americana,
prepared live at the stunning Azure Pool area. All the favourites are
featured along with exciting seasonal treats, from mouthwatering deepfried turkey with cranberry-apple compote, to brioche stuffing, and
Kabocha pumpkin pie. BD39++ for unlimited food and beverages,
served on November 22 from 6pm to 12 midnight. Call 17 115 500

InterContinental Regency Bahrain

At Legendz, their award winning steakhouse, they share our passion for
prime meat cuts, fine grape and the art of cooking. Family-friendly and
professional service complements the stylish, contemporary setting. It is one
of the best venues in Manama for family gatherings or romantic evenings
with your loved ones. Indulge in an impressive array of premium cuts, grills
and signature dishes cooked to perfection! Call 17 227 777

The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain

This season The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain welcomes back classical pianist,
Tiziano Zanella, for Italian-inspired evenings at the resort’s signature
Lobby Lounge, November 4th to December 1, from 5pm to 10 p.m. in
the evenings. To complement the experience, guests can enjoy a special
afternoon tea menu from 3pm to pm. for BHD 21 per set. Call 17 586 499

Le Méridien City Centre Bahrain

Enjoy Thanksgiving Dinner on Thursday 22nd November,2018. This
Thanksgiving come on over to break bread with your family or enjoy an
intimate dinner for two at the Baharat restaurant. A scrumptious Turkey
feast served in a luxurious ambience will make it a memorable dinner for
sure. Buffet,BHD 24 net including soft drinks and water, BHD 29 net
including selected free flow from 6:30pm – 11pm. Call 17 171 000

The Gulf Hotel Bahrain

W

e at Ohlala feel
privileged to test
drive an array of
beautiful motorcars
for a living. Over
the years we have
experienced the aesthetic beauty and impressive
capabilities of many marvellous machines;
however, once in a while we get the opportunity
to indulge in sheer automobile mastery. Thanks
to Ferrari Middle East, we got to experience
exactly this with the outstanding Ferrari
Portofino.
From the moment the Portofino came into
our view we had to agree that it was love at first
sight. The master designers of this Ferrari have
produced an aggressively styled vehicle with a
two-box fastback configuration. This is truly
unique for a coupé-convertible with a retractable
hard top. Despite its domineering presence, the
sleekness of its silhouette seems effortless and
ensures the sporty character of this exceptional
car is highlighted, along with its elegance and
dynamism. The seamless interplay of concave
and convex surfaces leads the eyes smoothly
over every line and curve of the body revealing
the shape necessary for maximum aerodynamic
80

efficiency. Ferrari, as always, has paid huge
attention to the aerodynamic development
process which cuts down on drag as well as both
fuel consumption and emissions. This means
saving money as well as the environment.
The Portofino is significantly lighter than
the California T model with the front end
boasting new features, such as the improved
headlight assembly, designed to follow the crest
of the front wheel arches, adding to the flow
of the exterior. The flanks have been carefully
styled to catch the light, eloquently breaking
up the mass of the body, whilst the crease line

“Despite its domineering
presence, the sleekness of its
silhouette seems effortless
and ensures the sporty
character of this exceptional
car is highlighted, along
with its elegance and
dynamism.”

The all new Waha Restaurant is now open! With an all new makeover
sophisticated and modern dining ambiance is further complemented by the
restaurants award winning theme buffets and much, much more! Diners are
spoilt for choice with an extensive array of buffet fare featuring local and
international dishes, as well as an impressive variety of Bahraini specials.
Call 17 713 000

running from the edge of the bonnet along the
front wheel arch and across the door, results
in a slender but well-defined belt-line that
underscores the elongated muscle of the upper
front wheel arch. The solid stance of the rear
gives the impression of strength and power,
finished off by a spoiler optimised to reduce
drag. She certainly is a sight to behold.
The interior of the Portofino exudes a stylish
compactness, boasting the very finest of materials
along with handcrafted finishes that accentuate
the class of this vehicle. The cabin has been
carefully designed and developed to increase
functionality and performance in order for this
car to be practical for everyday use. A great
feature is the 8-way adjustable electric and heated
seats that ensure a permanently comfortable
experience. The Portofino’s Human-MachineInterface (HMF) includes an instrument panel
and dual TFT displays. This sophisticated
infotainment system can be operated via the
10.25” touchscreen located at the centre of the
dash which we found first-time user friendly. We
were informed that the luggage compartment
can hold three decent sized cabin trolleys with the
roof up and two when it is down, adding to the
everyday practicality of the vehicle.

Art Rotana

NOVEMBER

DINING
Our round up of the best chic eats
venues
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Enjoy Thanksgiving Brunch at Choices Restaurant & Terrace. Celebrate
Thanksgiving in style with ART Rotana’s Friday Brunch, featuring an
extravagant banquet of Thanksgiving specials, along with a vast array
of superb live cooking stations fit for the occasion. Enjoy the unlimited
premium vino and drinks while the exceptional jazz band plays their
best tunes. The little ones will have the time of their lives with amusing
planned activities. Enjoy the bright and open atmosphere and marvel at
the beautiful sea views from your table. Priced at BD25 net with soft
drinks and juices, and BD36 net with house beverages. BD12.5 net for
kids aged six to 12 and kids aged below six dine for free. November 23
from 12.30pm to 4pm.Call 16 000 111

Elite Resort and Spa

Enjoy Ladies Night every night at Shift7 with three free selected beverages.
Not to mention happy hour every day from 3pm to 7pm. Call 17 313 333

The Royal Golf Club

The Royal Golf Club know how to cater to the masses with their Thursday
night Brunch. Diners can enjoy a fabulous array of tasty dishes delivered
freshly cooked to their table while enjoying spectacular golf course views
and a live entertainment by Thu Le. Thursday Night brunch is available in
the award-winning Links restaurant every Thursday from 7pm to 11pm.
Also, they have recently launched a new menu incorporating over 20 new
meals for you to indulge in - all day, every day. Call 17 751 262.

www.ohlala-magazine.com

Every Friday take a culinary journey through the States of America at
Downtown Rotana. Embark on a foodie dream-road-trip across the 50
States of America with Flavours on 2’s newest Themed Friday Brunch.
Enjoy favourites from both coasts and a selection of legendary southern
dishes! A great ambience with live cooking stations and live performance to
keep you entertained for only BD22 NET with soft drinks or BD32 NET
with selected beverages. The fun will not stop here! You can also enjoy free
pool access. Call 13 119 999

Westin City Centre Bahrain

Enjoy this festive season with a flavourful traditional turkey cooked by their
talented chefs. Their delicious turkey serves up to 8 people and is served with
condiments such as roasted root vegetables, mash potatoes, veal sausage and
many more. Chestnut and sage stuffing is served on the side, as well as
cranberry jus and gravy. BHD 65net. Available for pick up or delivery as of
22nd November until December 24th from 12 noon to 10pm. Please preorder 48 hours in advance. Call 17 171 000

Mövenpick Hotel Bahrain

Monday Seafood Night - The freshest catch of the day! Experience a
unique medley of super succulent seafood delicacies and taste the freshest
catch every Monday on Seafood Night at Al Murjan Ballroom. What
74
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Crowne Plaza Bahrain

Downtown Rotana

La Mosaique at The Crowne Plaza Bahrain is an international inspired
restaurant, hosting a large selection of theme nights, mostly every evening
of the week. Situated in the heart of Manama it is ideally located where
you can enjoy lunch and breakfast daily. Serving the great flavours and
cuisines of the world. Indulge in a wide selection of dishes ranging from
different delectable dishes appealing to all tastes. Call 17 531 122

Sheraton

Get yourselves down to Soie Restaurant and enjoy their Asian Street Food
Buffet. They’ve recently launched their Chinese and Malaysian dishes at
their dinner buffet at Soie which is truly a gastronomic experience. Pricing
includes welcome refreshment and soft beverages. You can also try out their
new a la carte menu that will have you impressing all of your friends in
beautiful surroundings. Call 17 533 533

Sofitel Bahrain Zallaq Thalassa Sea and Spa

Anghaam brunch is here to make your Saturdays truly special. Savor
authentic and traditional Arabic dishes by the glistening Arabian Sea
at Tapas and enjoy its eclectic range of culinary offerings, infused with
live entertainment and a vibrant ambiance, now at BD25net with
selected beverages. Unwind and order your favorite hubbly bubbly
as you indulge in a Saturday brunch experience like no other in the
Kingdom. Call 17 636 363

www.ohlala-magazine.com
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Ohlala boutiques

society

OHLALA
Boutiques

Orsay Store Think Pink Event,
Orsay Store,
Bahrain City Centre

For more information
please call +973 17310535
@sherieboutik

Celebrate the Re-opening of
State of the Art Gulf Convention
Centre, Gulf Hotel

The Eid Gift Guide
Swarovski Boutique Official
Opening, The Avenues Mall

FROM EXQUISITELY CRAFTED JEWELLERY TO ORNATE ART DECO,
HERE IS A LAVISH GUIDE THAT’S BOUND TO IMPRESS EVERYONE
IN YOUR FAMILY, EVEN THOSE LOVED ONES WHO ARE ADVERSE
TO RECEIVING PRESENTS. SASHAY OVER TO ‘SHERIE’ SITUATED
AT SHOP #27 AT HAMALA HILLS MALL AND ALLOW YOUR EYES TO
FEAST OVER THE INTRICATE EMBELLISHMENTS.
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GET YOUR BRAND
CONNECTED...
Our Social Media channels and Mobile App allows advertisers
to connect with Ohlala’s most engaged consumers.
TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

@ohlalagcc has built a reputable
following, through fun
and interesting tweets on
a daily basis.

We post pictures of unusual finds, foodie
hotspots, and the content from our
latest issue, tagging clients and using
appropriate hashtags.

FACEBOOK

ISSUU

Ohlala’s Facebook page is used to
promote events and dining offers, as well
as to interact with readers and clients.

This online platform provides a sneak
peek into the latest issue with the
magazine getting up to 20,000 unique
visitors and reads, monthly.

Our brand new website www.ohlala-magazine.com packages all the best features
from print, as well as all the latest events and happenings in Bahrain.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE
WWW.OHLALA-MAGAZINE.COM

WEB RATE CARD
Ohlala-magazine.com is the driving force and authority on all things fashion, beauty and lifestyle.
It is the go-to portal in Bahrain and is fast becoming a pillar on the luxury scene and is providing
readers all the essentials for a fabulous lifestyle - available at their finger tips

LEADERBOARD

BANNER

SKYSCRAPER

ADVERTISING RATES & DISCOUNTS

1 MONTH

3 MONTH

6 MONTH

12 MONTH

$ 4,800
$ 3,900
$ 6,000

$ 8,400
$ 7,200
$ 10,800

HOMEPAGE PLATFORM

$ 1,000
$ 750
$ 1,200

BANNER 468 x 60 pixels | Max file size 35kb
SKYSCRAPER 120 x 600 pixels | Max file size 40kb
LEADERBOARD 728 x 90 pixels | Max file size 70kb

$ 2,700
$ 2,100
$ 3,300

*Limited availiabity in each ad size. Includes direct link to your site.
*Special operations i.e. page takeover, pop ups etc. price on request

OHLALA ANALYTICS

Unique Visitors
12,000

Page Visits
36,000

Social Media

Local EDM

26,431 followers

40,000

NOTE Types of files Jpeg, gif, flash (72 dpi)

WWW.OHLALA-MAGAZINE.COM

RATE CARD
Since out-of-specifications material could negatively impact the quality of reproduction,
all advertising material furnished out-of-specification MUST be coordinated with our
Sales Representatives and subsequently our design team.

STANDARD POSITIONS

ADVERTISING RATES & DISCOUNTS
SPECIAL OPERATIONS

Available on request

FP
FP - OPPOSITE ED LETTER
FP - OPPOSITE CONTENTS
FP - OPPOSITE CREDITS
DPS

ADVERTORIAL

Available on request

OTHER DETAILS

USD

BHD

3,448
4,243
3,979
3,713
6,630

1,300
1,600
1,500
1,400
2,500

USD

BHD

8,486
5,569
9,283
8,487
7,956

3,200
2,100
3,500
3,200
3,000

FREQUENCY. MONTHLY
LANGUAGE. ENGLISH

PRIME POSITIONS

PUBLICATION DATE. 1ST WEEK OF THE MONTH
ARTWORK DEADLINE. 20TH OF THE MONTH PRIOR TO PUBLICATION
EDITORIAL DEADLINE. 12TH OF THE MONTH PRIOR TO PUBLICATION
CANCELLATIONS. ANY CANCELLATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN

IFC DPS
IBC
OBC
GATEFOLD
DPS

WRITING NO LATER THAN 30 DAYS PRIOR TO THE PUBLICATION DATE
IN ORDER TO BE EFFECTIVE.
AGENCY COMMISSION. 25% ON RATE CARD PRICE
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE. BD2

285MM

285MM

DIMENSIONS

440MM

220 MM
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DISTRIBUTION
10,000 copies of Ohlala Bahrain are distributed, complimentary, in the island’s top hotels, restaurants, cafes, shopping malls and residential
areas such as Riffa Views and Durrat Al Bahrain, as well as Bahrain Airport. The magazine is also sold in supermarkets and local coldstores.
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